[Analysis of prognostic factors of malignant ovarian tumor after fertility-preserving treatment].
To explore the prognostic factors of malignant ovarian tumor after fertility-preserving treatment. 189 patients with malignant ovarian tumor who had undergone fertility-preserving management in the past 20 years were retrospectively analyzed. The correlative factors for survival, recurrence and reproductive status were evaluated. Among the patients, 136 cases suffered from ovarian germ cell tumor (OGCT), 31 cases suffered from ovarian sex cord-stromal tumor (OSCST), and 22 cases suffered from epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC). The median follow-up time of different groups was 50 months for OGCT, 46 months for OSCST, 45 months for EOC respectively. The 5-year survival rates for OGCT, OSCST and EOC groups were 94.0% (131/134), 77.1% (26/30) and 64.7% (16/21) respectively. The recurrent rates were 29.9% (40/134), 20.0% (6/30) and 47.6% (10/21) respectively. 46 babies were delivered during the follow-up period. Standard chemotherapy was the most important prognostic factor for OGCT. FIGO stage and standard chemotherapy were favourable factors for prognosis in OSCST group. The important prognostic factors included FIGO stage and standard comprehensive surgical staging for EOC. Fertility-preserving treatment should be considered for OGCT without limitation of FIGO stage, whereas it should be performed individually for OSCST and EOC. The treatment outcome for OGCT is the best, for EOC the worst.